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ACADEMIC AND NON-ACADEMIC AT RISK STUDENTS

Important to identify because they are at higher risk for

- Dismissal
- Delay in graduation
- Experiencing academic difficulties
- Experiencing psychological difficulties
TYPES OF ACADEMIC DIFFICULTIES IMPACTING ATTRITION

- Dismissal due to poor academic performance
- Withdrawal due to poor academic standing
- Withdrawal/dismissal due to non-academic reasons
- Transferred to another institution
OTHER TYPES OF ACADEMIC CHALLENGES

- Repeating the entire year
- Repeating one or more courses without repeating the entire year
- Remediating course work
POTENTIAL COGNITIVE PREDICTORS OF ACADEMIC DIFFICULTIES

- Undergraduate science grade point average
- Overall undergraduate grade point average
- Medical College Admission Test (MCAT) score
POTENTIAL NONCOGNITIVE PREDICTORS OF ACADEMIC DIFFICULTIES

- Emotional and physical problems
- Family and/or personal relationship issues
- Problems related to professionalism
IDENTIFYING AT RISK STUDENTS: ACADEMIC

- Academic Indicators
  - Students who received a <70 on a quiz
  - Students who received a <70 on an exam
  - Students who failed a previous unit during the Academic Year
  - Students who are repeating the Academic Year
IDENTIFYING AT RISK STUDENTS: NON ACADEMIC

- Psychological Indicators
  - Serious change in dress and appearance
  - Drastic change in usual behavior
  - Statements of suicide and/or homicide or comments suggesting suicidal/homicidal thoughts or impulses
  - Appears to be under the influence of drugs/alcohol
  - Noticeable change in academic performance
Supporting At Risk Students

- Examine Grades and Identify At Risk Students
- Contact Students via Email to alert them of At Risk Status
- Arrange Individual Advising Appointments
- Contact OME for Academic Support Services
ACADEMIC SUPPORT: PRE-CLINICAL YEARS

- Medical Student Taught Academic Review Sessions (MedSTARS)
  - Preliminary Academic Reinforcement Program (PARP)
  - Student Academic Support Program (SASP)
  - Summer Direct Study Program (SDSP)
- USMLE STEP I On-site Review Course
- NBME Comprehensive Mock Exam
- Academic Counseling
  - Learning Style Assessment
  - Study Skills
  - Time Management
- Faculty Advising
- Academic Reports Committee
ACADEMIC SUPPORT: CLINICAL YEARS

- Clerkship Directors
- Preceptors
- Residents
- Academic Counseling
  - Learning Style Assessment
  - Study Skills
  - Time Management
- Faculty Advising
- Student Affairs Council (SAC)
- Academic Reports Committee
- MedSTARS
SUPPORT AVAILABLE FOR STUDENTS

- Offices of the Associate and Assistant Deans
- University Counseling Service
- Suicide Prevention Training Sessions for Students, Staff and Faculty
- Workshops
- University Chapel Service: Rev. Faye Acker
- Psychiatrist: Dr. Avea Gaymon-Doomes
- Student Health Center
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